
websitep r e - w o r k  q u e s t i o n s



webs i te  pre-work  quest ions
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Congratulations on embarking on creating a new website! We know how daunting of a task this may

be for you, so we've compiled this workbook to help you get all of your ideas together and organized

to make the website-building process as simple as possible.

What is the overall purpose for the website?1.

2. What makes your product/service/event/membership different than your competitors?

3. What's your plan to drive visitors to the website?

01.
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5. Which scheduled events will drive the launch date (if any) ?

6. Who is the target audience?

7. What main takeaway(s) do you want your visitors to have from visiting your site?

02.

4. How will the new website’s success will be evaluated?
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Splash/Hero Image - choose an image that tells a story/be results-focused (ex: happy, healthy

customers)

Summary/mission statement (on splash image or featuring as call-out text):

1.

2.

03.

web page out l ine

3. Freebie/Opt in/Lead magnet - what kind of value can we deliver immediately that gives visitors a

sense for what you do? Ex: Checklist, cheatsheet, short workbook, audio or video training, etc.

4. WHY - what’s the story behind your business and why do you do what you do (short summary):

5. WHO - who are you and who do you serve (and why) - feature headshot or team photo
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6. Testimonials - gather together 3 to 5 testimonials (minimum). If you're short on these, ask your

previous colleagues to speak to who you are and skills you possess:

04.

7. HOW - how does it work? What are the logistics? What’s included and what isn’t? What’s the value

of each item? This is especially important for pages where you will sell your offer. Make sure itemize

each offer and the value of each.

8. Share any media/blog/resources as thumbnails, video content, links or other:

9. Footer - social links, mini menu, careers/get involved, privacy policy, terms & conditions, copyright

info or other important links you want to share:
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05.

t i p s

01. Not sure where to source your images from? We love unsplash.com, pexels.com, or canva.com. All

3 have copyright free images you can use in your website, social media and other marketing

collateral, as long as you give credit by back-linking.

02.Building your own website? Here's our honest thoughts and feedback on some of the top website

building platforms:

Shopify: Shopify is a great spot if you sell your own physical product or want to start an online

ecommerce/retail shop as their logistics and sales channels are extensive and well thought out. It is

extremely limited in what it can do design-wise, but there are some beautiful templates you can

work from. Cons: Not suitable as a blog or website without the ecommerce component (it's not even

designed to function without it).

Wix: We would recommend first-time website builders to avoid Wix, mainly because it's much more

robust than more simple platforms like Godaddy or Weebly. Because it can do do much and has so

much flexibility, it's very easy to accidentally build a website with little to no whitespace, far too

many overlapping elements, too many animations, etc. Pros: When you've got some more website

experience under your belt, it's a decent platform to work with if you want more "fancy" features

like free-floating graphic elements, animations, custom fonts and more.

Weebly: Our favourite platform we recommend a LOT to first-time website builders is Weebly,

mainly because it's super simple drag-and-drop interface and snap grid allows you to add or

remove elements without "damaging" the aesthetic you're going for. Their templates are all mobile

adaptive as well. Cons: If you want animations, custom fonts or overlapping elements, Weebly does

not support them (unless you're a solid coder).

Squarespace: This platform is great for experienced website builders. If this is your first time

building a website, you may find the back end confusing and overwhelming. They do have an

extensive video training library if you have the time to learn the platform. Pros: As web editors, we

can accomplish advanced features with easy-to-use code widgets.

Wordpress: If you plan to have a blog, Wordpress is HANDS DOWN our favourite, mainly for the

SEO bloggers can gather due to their epic indexing to Google. Pros: It's literally unlimited in the

functions you want your site to have (such as delivering courses, membership sites, dropship

integrations such as Shopify or Woocommerce) and much more with plugins. You can also work

from pre-designed themes full of beautiful templates. Cons: Not always the greatest for first time

website builders if you have ZERO website experience. 
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06.

03.Wanting to include video but you're NOT a video editor? We LOVE WeVideo. Use the free features

or upgrade to layer video snippets, cut and paste, add audio, transitions and more. And once your

video is exported, it can stay housed in the WeVideo cloud and embedded with copy-and-paste

shortcode or linked through your website's built-in video widget, that way it won't slow down the

load speed of your web page. Cool, right? We thought so too :)

04.If you're wanting to use custom fonts to really set your brand apart, we like to support font

designers by purchasing them from creativemarket.com. You can try any of them out before

deciding to purchase, and some even have commercial license options if you want to use them to

create merchandise and sell them on your website. 

05.Lastly, if you plan to sell anything on your website, you're going to want a solid merchant account to

accept credit card payments. Here are some popular ones and our experience with each:

Stripe - most common online merchant available on almost every platform. Transaction fees are

on par with others. Cons: Holds your cash for 7 days before transferring to your connected bank

account.

Paypal - another globally available merchant with standardized processing and transaction fees.

Cons: If you're running a launch and your account all of a sudden has a ton of cash in it, they may

lock your account and hold your money for an unknown, extended amount of time. Also, if a

customer is unhappy with your product or service, they can contact Paypal directly to dispute their

payment and PayPal may back-charge you.

Square - we really like Square for it's super fast transfer times (1-2 business days MAX), competitive

processing and transaction fees; it's easy to set up and connect to your bank account, and you can

even set up your products within the app to sell on the mobile app. You can also upgrade to card

readers and a Square terminal if you will be selling your products in a shop or at trade shows, etc.

c o n c l u s i o n

We hope this guide has been helpful in getting your first site LIVE! If for any reason you've struggled

or gotten stuck, please reach out to us at help@fluidbusinesslab.com. We can help you get it

finished or co-create a new site from scratch on your platform or choice. As always, sending you all

our love and encouraging prayers your way!

- the fluid team 
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